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Application June 3, 1938, Serial No. 211,500 

(Cl. 78-48) 9 Claims. 

This invention relates to riveting machines 
and more particularly to riveting machines hy 
draulically actuated and designed for work on 
aluminum alloy constructions, such as in aircraft 
manufacture. 
In the production riveting of aircraft struc 

tures and the like great uniformity and precision 
are essential. It has been found that these 
desiderata, together with speed of operation, 
can be obtained by the use of a riveting machine 
wherein the rivet is suspended beneath a down 
wardly facing anvil, to receive the work thereon 
prior to heading up, and providing an upwardly 
facing set which is hydraulically actuated to up 
set the rivet on the work. The present inven 
tion includes these features, and the structures 
disclosed are illustrative of ways in which the 
invention can be carried out. 
An object of the invention is to provide a riv 

eting machine having structure to support a rivet 
beneath a downwardly facing anvil, and an up 
wardly movable set to head up the rivet. 
Another object of the invention is to arrange 

the rivet supporting structure for movement 
away from its supporting position between the 
anvil and the set after the rivet has been re 
ceived in the work. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

means for disposing a rivet in operative relation 
to a flat riveting surface and to remove the dis 
posing means when the rivet is suitably sup 
ported in the work. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide rivet supporting means movable from one 
station to another to receive a rivet. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide a work support to hold work against the 
riveting anvil. 
These and other objects will be apparent from 

the following specification when taken with the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. l is a broken vertical section-of one form 
of the invention, ` 

Fig. 2 is a section on the line II-II of Fig. l, 
Fig. 3 is a View taken on the line III-III of 

Fig. 2, 
Fig. 4 is a detailed view of the rivet support, 

from which selected rivets are picked up by the 
rivet carrier, 

Fig. 5 is a partial vertical section of another 
form of the invention, 

Fig. 6 is a side view ofthe structure shown in 
Fig. 5, 

Fig. 7 is an elevation and partial vertical sec 
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tion of the anvil and anvil actuating mechanism 
of the structure disclosed in Figs. 5 and 6, 

Fig. 8 is a partial vertical section of still an 
other form of the invention, Y 

Fig. 9 is a partial side view of the structure 
shown in Fig. 8 partly broken away to show de 
tails, and i 

Fig. 10 is a partial vertical section of the struc 
ture disclosed in Fig. 8 showing, in addition, 
the control apparatus.  ' 

Referring particularly to Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 of 
the drawings, there is disclosed one form of the 
invention wherein the rivet is moved under a flat 
anvil I by a resilient cantilever leaf spring rivet 
carrier 2. The anvil I is downwardly Vfacing 
and has a relatively expansive surface 3, which is 
flat and arranged to be disposed next to the out 
4side of the work so that when the riveting is 
completed, a smooth, stream-lined surface will 
be provided, unbroken by usual projecting rivet 
heads. The anvil I is fìxedly mounted in a 
vframe 5. 
The cantilever leaf spring rivet carrier 2 is ac 

tuated laterally by a piston 5 in a cylinder 'I 
through a piston rod 8 connected with the pis 
ton 6 and projecting from one end of the cylin 
der 'l through a packing 9. The portion of the 
piston rod 8 outside of the cylinder 1 is connect 
ed to a member I0 by a screw II. The member 
I0 is in turn connected to a plate I2 by a screw 
I3. The plate I2 is slidably disposed on the top 
of a plate I4, which is a part of the frame 5. 
Depending from the plate I2 through a slot l5 
in the plate I4 is a carriage I5, to which is se 
cured by screws I1 the rivet carrier 2. The slot 
I5 serves as a guide for the carriage I6, so that 
When the piston 6 is reciprocated in the cylinder 
‘l the carriage I6 is reciprocated in the slot I5. 

It will be observed that the frame 5 has a 
curved portion 20 and that the cantilever leaf 
spring rivet carrier 2 has an initial set. Said 
set, when the carriage I6 is in retracted position, 
as disclosed in dotted outline in Fig. 1, is such 
that the cantilever leaf spring rivet carrier 2 is 
disposed resiliently pressed against the lower side 
of the rivet supporting member 2|, with the 
forked end with which it is provided straddling 
a rivet therein. As the carriage is advanced to 
ward its full line position, as shown in Fig. 1, 
the rivet carrier 2 pushes a rivet from the rivet 
supporting member 2|, out through the slot 22 
therein, and along the curved surface 20 until 
it is disposed beneath and against the anvil 3, 
as shown in Fig. 1. ' 

The selecting mechanism f_or disposing rivets 
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one at a time in the rivet supporting member 2| 
is essentially that disclosed in the copending ap 
plication of Loyd A. Ward et al., Serial No. 
192,946, ñled February 28, 1938. The selecting 
mechanism is disclosed particularly in Figs. 2, 3 
and 4 and comprises a selector or shuttle 23 
having communicating therewith a chute 24, in 
to which rivets are fed either manually or from 
a hopper. The actuation of the shuttle or se 
lector 23 is such that each time it is moved to the 
right, as shown in Fig. 3, a single rivet from v 
the chute 24 is selected and dropped down the 
chute 25 to the rivet supporting-member 2| and 
at one end of the outlet slot 22. «Reciprocating 
movement is given to the selector 23 as follows: 
A rod 26 is slidably mounted in a frame portion 
2'1. Disposed on the rod 26 are adjustable stops _ 
28 and 29, between which is ‘arranged vto slide Óa 
projection 3i! from the member I9 connected to 
the piston rod 8, as disclosed in Figs. 1 and 3. 
lAlso disposed onthe rod 26 are stops 3| and32 
adjacenteach end of the selector l23, so that as 
the rc‘d >26 4is reciprocated, the selector 23 also 
reciprocates. 'I'he position ofthe stops 28 and 
¿2'9 is ‘such that‘as the piston rod 8 reciprocates to 
reciprocate the lcarri-age I6 and the rivet carrier 
2, it also reciprocates, through the projection 
258, the rod >26,'and thus the selector 23, by alter 
nately ¿abutting against the stops 28 and 29. 
Thus, as the rivet carrier 2 is withdrawn to its 
retracted'posit-ion, as shown in dotted outline in 
@Fig-1, alrivet is selected from the chute 24 by the 
selector '23a-nd passes down» the chute 25 to posi 
tion in the rivet supporting member 2| to be 
_picked up »by theforked end'of the rivet carrier -‘ 
~2 the neXt'ti-me it --fmoves forward or to the left, 
‘as shown in Fig. 1. 
A set "35 for upsetting the rivet held by the rivet 

carrier 2 against the anvil -3 is mounted on the 
’upper endof a hydraulic vpiston red »35 actuated 
by'a hydraulic piston 31 disposed in a cylinder 
38. The piston rod 35 is guided for reciproca 
t-ion in a tube 39. Cooperating with the set 35 
isa-conventional stripper 40 resiliently urged by 
‘a _spring- 4|. 
WIntlie operation of the riveting machine, work 

42, showninfbroken line inFig. 1, is disposed on 
“a work rest, comprising posts 43 projecting from 
2a~p1fatfor`m^44 mounted on La sleeve >45 slidable on 
ythe outside of the tube i39. 
`43 have been illustrated, it is contemplated that 
-asinany or few posts may be used as desired. 
Y-Slidable on the youtside ofthe sleeve 45 is a col 
lar '46„having pivoted theretol a clevis `41. The 
-clevis 4'| Ais connected by “a rod 48 to another 
«'clevis ’49, which is in turn pivoted to a foot pedal 
`«5(i pivoted 'to a bracket 5| mounted on the base 
52. YDisposed about the sleeve 45 and between 
Vthe platform 44 and vthe collar 48 is a helical 
-springf53~ Vertical movement is given to the 
-collar ‘46 and through the spring 53 to the plat 
form ̀ 44 and the work supporting posts 43 by 
actuation of the foot pedal 50. 
Work A42 disposed on the Ywork supporting 

ïfpo'sts'43 -isprovided with a rivet receiving hole 55, 
'which -is countersunk to receive the head of the 
rivet. The foot pedal 5!) is moved suiñciently 
to- lightly urge'the work 42 against the rivet held 
inthe rivet carrier V2 »and backed up by the anvil 
3. The work 42 is then moved until the rivet is 
disposed `in the hole '55. At this point of the 
operation, ’continued movement of the foot pedal 
A'Ell-urges'the work 42 up against the anvil 3. As 
the work moves toward the anvil 3, it strikes a 

While only two posts , 
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draw the rivet carrier 2 to the position shown 
in dotted outline in Fig. 1. 
The mechanism for withdrawing the rivet car 

rier 2 comprises, in conjunction with the ñnger 
59, a pressure releasing valve 60 having an actu 
ating button 6| and a conduit 62, providing a 
communication with the distributing valve 63. 
The distributing valve 53 is similar to the dis 
tributing valfve> disclosed vin the copending ap 
plication of Harold A. Tomkins et al., Serial No. 
85.106, i'lled June 19, 1936, now Patent No. 
2,132,811. 
The >d-i~s'tributing valve 63 comprises a body, 

within which is reciprocable a piston 84 having 
ends ’E5 'and '66. Between the ends 65 and 56 is 
a space Y51, which comprises a distributing port. 
'I_‘he end G6 is provided with a reduced extension 
y’98 of less cross-sectional area than the cross 
sectional area of the end 65. An inlet supply 
port 89 and outlet ports 'i0 and 'ii both project 
through the body of the distributing valve 63. 
At the end of the body adjacent theue‘nd 65 is a 
chamber l2, which is larger in cross-sectional 
area than the cross-sectional area of a chamber 
i3 provided adjacent the reduced extension 68. 
A leakage port 'i4 provides a communication be 
tween the space 6? and the chamber l2, and a 
leakage port 'F5 provides a communication be 
tween the space 61 and the chamber 73. It will 
be observed that the conduit 62 from the pressure 
releasing valve 6|) communicates with the cham 
ber 12. ` v 

As shown in Fig. 1, the inlet port 69 is connected 
by the space 61 with the outlet port '||, which 
is in turn communicating with a conduit 80 
communicating with the right end of the cylinder 
1. Thus, compressed air from the inlet port 69 
is directed into the cylinder | `and is holding the 
piston 6 against the left end of the cylinder '|. 
When the work=`42 strikes against the finger 59, 
the finger 59, being slidably mounted on the body 
5, presses on the button 6| t0 exhaust compressed 
air through the conduit 62 from the chamber 72. 
The' result is that the full pressure in the chamber 
'i3 moves the piston 64 to the left end of the body 
of the distributing valve 63. Compressed air 
from the inlet port 69 is then directed by the 
vspace B1 into the outlet port 19, vwhich communi 
Cates with a conduit 8| connected to the left end 
of the cylinder 1. The result is that the piston 
6 is moved tothe right, as viewed in Fig, ‘1, 
through the piston rod 8, the member l0, the plate 
i2, and the carriage I8. The rivet carrier 2 is 
moved to the dotted line position, as shown in 
Fig. l. 

It will be observed that the rivet carrier 2 is 
withdrawn as the work 42 is moved toward the 
anvil 3. When the rivet carrier 2 has been with 
drawn, the work'42 is Vclamped against the anvil 
3 through the action of the pedal 50 and the 
spring 53. The work 42 and rivet are now ready 
for heading up. A foot peda1‘8'2 connected by a 
rod 83 to a conventional hydraulic `distributing 
valve 84 is actuated. The connections between 
the distributing valve~84 and the cylinder 38 are 
such that when the pedal 82 is actuated, hyj 
draulic i'luid under pressure is conducted from 
a source of the port 85 on the cylinder 38. The 
piston 3l is then moved upwardly to urge> the 
set against the rivet to upset the same, and hy 
draulic fluid is exhausted from above the piston 
3'! through the port 85. The conventional hy 
draulic distributing valve 84 is of the character 
wherein when a predetermined pressure has been 
reached, the hydraulic iiuid 'under pressure from 
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¿the source is conducted to the port 86, and the 
.port 85 is connected with an exhaust, to lower 
,the piston 31, and thus the set 35, to its original 
starting position.  
.When the set 35 is lowered, the work 42 is 
lowered bythe operator removing pressure from 
,the pedal 59, thereby permitting the linger 59 and 
the push button 6| to move downwardly to close 
the exhaust valve 69. Then, since the area on 
the piston end 68 is less than the area of the pis 
ton end 65, the piston 64 is moved tothe position 
shown in Fig. l, thereby cutting off the supply 
of compressed air from the inlet port 99 to the 
port 'I9 and conduit 8| and directing compressed 
>air from the inlet port 69 to the port 1| and con 
duit 39 to return the piston 5 toV the position 
¿shown in Fig. 1 at the left end of the cylinder l, 
`and thus to cause the rivet carrier 2 to pick up 
a rivet from the rivet support 2| and to present 
it, as shown, beneath the anvil 3. It` will be 
understood that when the piston 64 is moved to 
cover the port 19, exhaust air will be exhausted 
_from vthe ‘cylinder l', through the'conduit 8|, 
¿through the exhaust passage 81 in the surface 
,of the piston end 65, and out of the exhaust port 
`|38 in the body of the distributing valve 63. In-a 
like manner air is exhausted from the cylinder 
'l when the piston 94 moves to the opposite end 
of its stroke, through the exhaust channel 89 
corresponding to the exhaust channel 8l and the 
exhaust port 99 corresponding to the exhaust 
port 88, al1 in the manner disclosed in the afore 
said copending application of Harold A. Tomkins 
et. al., Serial No. 86,106, filed June 19, 1936, now 
Patent No. 2,132,811. 
The form of the invention just described is 

_particularly desirable wherein it is a require 
ment that the exterior surface of the riveted 
structure be smooth and free from projecting 
lrivet heads. 
anvil surface 3 and the countersunk work 42 for 
receiving a rivet head adjacent the anvil 3 will 
leave a ñnished riveted surface smooth and 
lstream-lined in every respect. , 

V Another form of the invention is disclosed in 
~Figs. 5, 6, and 7. In this form of the invention 
the work to be riveted is manipulated to dispose 
a-rivet held in clamping jaws 95 in a rivet hole 
_in the work. `The jaws 95 are of the character 
disclosed in my copending application, Serial No. 
101,210, filed lSeptember 17, 1936, and are mount 
yed on depending cantilever leaf springs 99 se 
cured on opposite sides of a block 91 slidable in a 
vertical passageway 98. The jaws 95, the canti 
lever leaf springs 96 and the block 91 are arranged 
-to move upwardly and to be spread by the anvil 
>99 when the set |99 is moved upwardly to upset 
vthe rivet. The jaws 95 are thus moved com 
pletely out of position between the anvil 99 and 
the set |99. ` 

_ Movement'of the set |99 is accomplished by a 
hydraulic piston |9| acting against a piston rod 
l|92 connected to the set |99, ’I'he piston |9| 
reciprocates in a cylinder |93 under the control 
of a hydraulic distributing valve |94, which is 
actuated by a foot pedal |95. The valve |94 is 
similar to the valve 84 disclosed in Fig. 1 and is 
arranged to conduct hydraulic fluid under pres 
sure from a source |96 through a conduit |91 into 
the cylinder |93 beneath the piston |9| to move 
vthe piston rod |92 and thus the set |99 upwardly. 
At the same time, exhaust hydraulic ñuid from 
the cylinder |93 above the piston |9| is exhausted 
through the conduit |98, the valve |94 and the 
.putlet |99. When a predetermined pressure has 

It will be clear that the broad .¿ 
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been> reached, the valve |94 automatically acts ,t'o 
admit hydraulic fluid from the source |96 to the 
conduit |98 into the cylinder |93 above the pis 
ton |9| to withdraw the set |99. Atthe same 
time fluid is exhausted from the lower side of the 
cylinder |93 to the conduit |9`| and the outlet 
|99 of the valve |94. 
The valve |94 is also provided with a com 

pressed air distributing valve H9, conventional 
in structure and arranged to conduct air from a 
compressed air source ||2 through the conduit 
||3 to the upper end of a cylinder |l4, in which 
is disposed a piston ||5 having connected there 
to a piston rod H9. 
nected to the lower end thereof a yoke | Il, to the 
ends of which are connected rods ||8 and ||9. 
VThe function of the piston ||5, and the rods 

|18 and H9 which it controls, is for moving the 
rivet clamping jaws 95 downwardly into rivet 
clampingposition and to prepare the jaws 95 
for receiving another rivet forthe next riveting 
operation. The rod ||9 is movable vertically in 
the vertical passageway'98 and is arranged to en 
gage with the top of the block 91 to force the 
same downwardly, thereby forcing the jaws 95 
downwardly oli“l the anvil 99, on the opposite sides 

. .of which they have been forced by the upcoming 
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work pushed by the set |99. It will be clear that 
when the jaws 95 are disposed on opposite sides 
of the anvil 99, they are spread apart and re 
siliently urged against the sides of the anvil 99 
by the leaf springs 96. In order to keep the jaws 
9‘5 spread apart after they have moved to their 
lower position so that a new rivet may be dis 
posed therebetween, a wedge |29 at the lower end 
of the rod ||9 is arranged to move between the 
jaws 95 while they are still spread apart by the 
anvil 99. It will thus be clear that the normal 
distance between the top of the jaws 95 and the 
bottom of the wedge |29 is less than the distance 
between the bottom of the rod ||8 and the top 
ofthe block 9|. Thus, by the time the rod |18 
strikes the‘top of the block 91, the wedge |29 will 
already have moved into position between the 
jaws 95 to hold them apart. ` . 
The valve ||9 is arranged to operate in such 

manner that as the valve |94 reverses the move 
ment of the piston |9| to move it downwardly, 
compressed air is admitted through the valve | i9 
and the conduit ||3 to the cylinder ||4 to lower 
the piston | I5 with the results described. By the 
time the piston |9| reaches the bottom of its 
stroke, the distributing valve I|9 automatically 
operates to disconnect vthe inlet |12 from the 
conduit ||3 and to connect the conduit ||3 to the 
exhaust B2i to exhaust compressed air from the 
cylinder H5. The result is that the spring |22, 
»bearing against the piston | l5 and the lower end 
of the> cylinder H4, resiliently urges the piston 
||4, and together with it the piston rod H5, the 
lyoke ||`| and the rods ||9 and H9, into their up 
per positions. However, in `the meantime, select 
ing mechanism |25 has been actuated to dispose 
a new rivet between the jaws 95, so that as the 
"rod ||9 is raised from between the jaws 95, the 
new rivet is clamped therebetween and is ready 
to receive the work thereover. 
The rivet selecting mechanism |25 comprises a 

transversely movable shuttle or selector |29 of the 
character described in the copending application 
of Loyd A. Ward et al., Serial No. 192,946, ñled 
February 28, 1938. The selector |28 is associ 
ated with a chute |21 and is moved laterally to 
`4select »au rivet from the chute ̀|2`|` and to let it „fall 

The piston rod IE6 has con- _ 
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„by gravity ~down Vthe „chute |528 to position it¢be 
.tween the jaws 95. 
The mechanism for laterally reciprocating the 

.selector |26 comprises .a lever |30 oscillatable 

.about a pivot |3| and yieldingly urged upwardly 
by .a spring |32. The lever'ISll `hasconnected 
thereto a leaf spring |33, which is in operative 
engagement with a horizontally slidable'member 
|34 reciprocable horizontally as the lever |35 is 
oscillated about the pin |3|. The opposite .end 
-ofthemember .|34 is provided .with an outwardly 
:extending cantilever leaf spring |35 disposed .in 
»a slot |35 in the selector |25. The lever |38 .is 
-oscillated about the pin |3| by a shoulder |l31 
.comprising a portion of the rod H9. 
.the rod H8 moves .downwardly under the action 
.of the piston | I5and the piston rod H5, the lever 
|35 is oscillated downwardly against the action of 
thespring |32 to .move the leaf spring |33 to lat 
.erally move the member |84, which, through the .;= 
leaf . spring |35, laterally moves the selector |26 
to select a single rivet from the chute |21 to let 
it .fall vby gravity into the chute |28. It will be 
understood that as the piston | I5 moves upward 
ily to move the rod `I I9 upwardly `to remove the 
>wedge |28 from between the jaws 95 to clamp 
the rivet therebetween, the lever |35 is moved 
upwardly under theaction of the spring |32 to 
.set the selector |26 for the next selecting opera 
tion. 
The operation of the invention is as follows: 

Thus, as f e» 

The Vwork is moved over the rivet held between . 
.the jaws 95. The operator then moves down 
the footy pedal |05, which admits hydraulic ñuid 
to the cylinder |03 to move the piston |0| up 
wardly to upset the rivet by means of the set 
|80. The set |05 has operatively associated 
with it a conventional stripper |38. As the .set 
|80 moves the work upwardly, the jaws 95 are 
spread over .the anvil 89 .until they are out of 
`position between the anvil 69 and the set |00. 
When a predetermined pressure has .been 
reached, the hydraulically vcontrolled valve |04 
»automatically acts to return the piston IûI to 
its lower or starting position. At the same time 
the compressed air distributing valve H0 admits 
compressed air .through the conduit H3 tothe 
top of the cylinder H4 to move the piston H5, 
and together with it the rods I |8 and H9, down 
wardly. The downward movement ofthe rod`K 
H9 disposes the wedge |28 .between the jaws 95 
to maintain them spread apart while .the `rod 
I I8 abuts against the top of the block 91 to move 
the jaws 95 down into starting position. Asthe 
rod H5 moves downwardly, the shoulder |311; 
thereon actuates the selecting mechanism |25 
through the .lever |50 to move the selector |26 
to dispose a rivet from the chute |21 into posi 
tionbetween the jaws 95. At the time the pis 
ton |8| reaches its lowermost position, the com- 5.60 
pressed air distributing valve ||0 acts to auto 
matically exhaust the compressed air from the 
top of the cylinder H4 to permit the springl |22 
to move the piston H5, and thus the piston rod 
H6, and the rods H8 and H9, upwardly to per- \ 
mit the leaf spring 96 to clamp the jaws 95 
against the rivet held therebetween for the next 
riveting operation. It will be understood that if 
desired, the work supporting posts 43 disclosed in 
Fig. 1 and their associated structure may be 
employed in association with theset |80 and 
the stripper |38. 

vStill another form of the invention is dis 
closed in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. In this form of the 

Y' invention the rivet is clamped-'between‘jaws‘ |45 

L10 

.movement of the ram |48. 

`mounted Aon y.cantilever leaf springs |146, connected 
.to a slidingl block 5.141. `Mounted, for >movement 
relatively ato .the jaws |45 isa .ram |48v in lwhich 
is mounted an anvil |49. The .anvilï |49 andthe 
ram |48 are arranged for relative movement by 
»structure illustrated-in :my copending applica 
>tion, Serial No. 101,210, filedSeptember '17, 1936. 
The relativemovement of thejaws |»45and vthe 
anvil |49 is such that when the jaws are in their 
lowered position, las determined by the stop |50 
Yunder ¿the control of `the adjusting screw |-5|, 
as .disclosed in my aforesaid copending >appli 
cation, the ̀ anvil |49 is in the position disclosed 
in-Fig. 9, that is, adjacent the bottom of the 
‘jaws |45, backing up the rivetwhile it is clamped 
laterally by the jaws |45. When the jaws |45 
-are in their upper position, as «shown in >dotted 
loutline in Fig. 9, theanvil |49 is ̀ in `the position 
shown, that is, above .the jaws |45 tovpermit Ia. 
rivetselected bythe selector» |52 from the chute 
v|153 to slide down the chute |54 to drop into t-he 
'top-'of -the ljaws |45. Then, Aas the anvil |49 
-movesdownwardly under the action of theram 
448, the rivet betweenthejaws |45 is forced 
4downwardly until it reaches theposition shown 
in full line in Fig. Y9. Since the lower position 
»of the ̀anvil |49 is always the same, »the vrelative 
'lower positions ̀ ofy the anvil |419 -and- the jaws»|45 
are determined by the vertical adjustment »of 
the jaws |45 by the vvaryingof the position of 
the stop>|58 against which the block |41, carry 
ing the cantilever -leaf spring |45, abuts. 
The rivet~as shown in Fig. AA9 -is ready ̀to have 

-moved upwardly thereover the work> |55. When 
' the Work has been placed over the rivet, the 
anvil |55 Vmoves upwardly under the action of 
a piston, such as thefpiston 31 `disclosed in Fig. 
l, or I0| Ydisclosed in Fig. 1. The anvil |56 has 
associated therewith a suitable stripper |51. 
`As the~anvil |56 and the stripper |51 move 
upwardly, the work bearing against the jaws |45 
spreads them over the anvil |49 to move them 
lout of the way. The rivet is'then headed up 
in the usual manner. 

It is preferred that'the movement of the ̀ anvil 
|56 lbe under the `control of an automatic hy 
draulic distributing valve, 'such as the >valve 84 
in Fig. 1, which returns the 'anvil |56 `to its 
starting‘position when a predetermined pressure 
has been reached. Also, the anvil |56 may .be 
associated, if desired, with a work support such‘ 
asis disclosed in Fig. l. 
The rivet selector^|52 is actuated upon the 

The structure for 
actuating the selector |52 may be that disclosed 
Ain Figs. Band' 6 or may be under the control of 
the piston rod |50, employed in a manner to be 
described, for reciprocating the ram |48. The 
operative connection between the piston rod |60 
and the selector |52 maybe that disclosed ,par 
ticularly in Fig. 3 hereof in the form of the pro 
jection v3|) of the member I0. 

The mechanism for 4reciprocating the ram |48 
is disclosed rparticularly in Figs. 8 and l0 and 
comprises avtoggle consisting of a link |6| and 
a bell crank lever |62 connected by va pivot |53 
to the piston rod |60. The piston rod |50 is 
actuated by a piston |64 in a cylinder |65. The 
cylinder |55 is pivoted at one end by a pivot |66 
to the frame |51 4and oscillates about the pivot 
`|66 Aas the piston |64 moves from .one end of the 
cylinder |65 t0 the other. Movement of the pis 
ton |64, and't'hus the toggle comprising the 
`members Iíiíy and |62 and the ram |48, to which 
‘the"toggle=is~pivoted^~by a pinV |68, isA <under> the 
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control of an air distributing valve |10, which 
is substantially identical with the distributing 
valve 63 disclosed in Fig. 1. Operation of the dis- 
tributing valve |10 is under the control of a 
push button exhaust valve |1|. A conduit |12 
connects the exhausting valve |1| with the cham 
ber |13 of the distributing valve |10. When the 
push button valve |1| is opened, the distributing 
piston |14 of the distributing valve |10 moves 
to the left, as viewed in Fig. 10, to conduct com 
pressed air from a source |15 through the dis 
tributing chamber |16, through the conduit |11 
to the left end of the cylinder |65 to drive the 
piston |64 to the right and thus through the 
toggle raise the ram |48. As the ram |48 is 
raised, the jaws |45 move upwardly under the 
action'of the rod |18, whichis connected to the 
ram |48 in a manner disclosed in my aforesaid 
copending application Serial No. 101,210, ñled 
September 17, 1936. At the same time the se 
lector |52 is actuated to deposit a rivet from the 
chute |53 in the top of the jaws |45, as disclosed 
in dotted outline in Fig. 9. Release of pressure 
on the push button valve |1| results in the dis 
tributing piston |14 moving to the right due to 
the differential pressure areas at the ends of the 
piston |14 in the chamber |13 and. the chamber 
|19. Compressed air is then conducted from the 
source |15, through the distributing chamber 
|16, through the conduit |80 to the right end of l. 
the cylinder' |65, to drive the piston |64 to the 
left and to move the ram |48 downwardly. The 
exhaust ports |8| and |82 of the distributing 
valve |10 are provided with petcocks |83 and |84, 
which may restrict or open the exhaust passage u 
to control the speed of movement of the piston 
|64 in a known and conventional manner. The 
reason for controlling this speed is to control 
the speed of movement of the anvil, so as to 
allow suñicient time for a rivet from the chute 
|53 to be depositedin the jaws |45 through the 
action of the selector |52, while the ram |48 is 
moving up and down automatically. 
In operation, starting with the apparatus in 

the position disclosed in Fig. 9, the work is dis 
posed over the rivet. The set |56 is then moved 
upwardly to upset the rivet, the set |56 auto 
matically returning to its starting position under 
the control of an automatic valve, as set forth. 
The push button exhaust valve |1| is then actu- , 
ated to raise the ram |40 and the set |49, to 
gether with the jaws |45_ as described, and a 
rivet from the chute |53 is deposited in the jaws 
|45. The set |49 and ram |48 are automatically ~ 
returned t0 the position shown in Fig. 9 to pre- ,f 
sent the rivet received from the chute |53 to 
receive the work for the next operative step of 
the machine. 
From the foregoing description it will be clear 

that the present invention is not limited to a 
single form of structure but »that it may take 
numerous forms, a number of which have been 
described in detail. It will be further understood 
that where automatic and semi-automatic con 
trols have been used, other controls of a like 
nature performing equivalent functions may be 
used if desired. While it has been hereinabove 
set forth that the present invention is particu 
larly adaptable for use on aluminum alloy con 
structions and in aircraft manufacture, it is to 
be understood that the invention is not limited 
to any of these uses. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

desire to secure by Letters Patent and claim is: 
1. In a riveting machine, a downwardly facing ~ 

il) 
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anvil, means for supporting a rivet, a selector 
for depositing at predetermined times a rivet on 
said support, a rivet carrier movable in a fixed 
path, means for actuating said selector to deposit 
a rivet on said support and in a position having 
a portion extending into the path of movement 
of said carrier, and means to move said carrier 
past said support and into co-operative engage 
ment with the projecting portion of a rivet on 
said support to pick up and remove said rivet 
from said support as it moves thereby and to 
carry said rivet into operative relation to said 
anvil, an upwardly facing set, and means to move 
said set upwardly to upset the rivet against said 
anvil. 

2. In a riveting machine, a downwardly facing 
anvil, means for supporting a rivet, a selector 
for depositing at predetermined times a rivet 
on said support, a rivet carrier, a cylinder, a pis 
t0n disposed in said cylinder and reciprocable 
therein under the control of a movable part of 
the machine for automatic operation, means 
connected t0 said piston for actuating said se 
lector and said carrier, said carrier being actu 
ated on one stroke of the piston to pick up a 
rivet from said support and to dispose the same 
in operative relation to said anvil, and during 
the other stroke thereof to withdraw said carrier 
to its starting position, an upwardly facing set, 
and means to move said set upwardly to upset 
'the rivet against said anvil. 

3. In a riveting machine, a downwardly facing 
anvil, means for supporting a rivet, a carriage1 
a cantilever leaf spring secured to said carriage, 
said leaf spring having rivet supporting means 
on the free end thereof, means to actuate said 
carriage to move said cantilever leaf spring into 
engagement with the rivet on said supporting 
means to pick up said rivet and to dispose the 
same in operative relation to said anvil, anv up 
wardly facing set, and means to move said set 
upwardly to upset the rivet against said anvil. 

4. In a riveting machine, a downwardly facing 
anvil, means for supporting a rivet, a carriage, 
a cantilever leaf spring secured to said carriage, 
ksaid cantilever leaf spring having rivet support 
ing means on the free end thereof and also being 
provided with a predetermined set, said carriage 
being reciprocable in a horizontal plane above the 
horizontal plane of the operative surface of said 
anvil, said machine having a surface coincident 
with the horizontal plane of the operative sur 
face 0f said anvil, and continuing in a curved 
path into substantial coincidence with the plane 
of the path of movement of said carriage, said 
predetermined set of said cantilever leaf spring 
urging the same against said surface, means to 
actuate said carriage to move said cantilever 
leaf spring to pick up a rivet from said rivet 
support and move the same along said surface 
until it is disposed beneath and against said an 
vil, an upwardly facing set, and means to move 
said set upwardly to upset the rivet against said 
anvil. 

5. In a riveting machine, an anvil, means for 
supporting a rivet, a selector for depositing atr 
predetermined times a rivet on said support, a 
carriage, a cantilever leaf spring secured to said 
carriage, said cantilever leaf spring having rivet 
supporting means on the free end thereof and 
also being provided with a predetermined set, 
said carriage being reciprocable in a horizontal 
plane back of the horizontal plane of the oper 
ative surface of said anvil, said machine having 
a surface coincident with the horizontal plane 



ofV the operative surface of said anvil and con 
tinuing in a curved path into> a substantial co 
incidence with the plane of the path of movement 
of said carriage, said predetermined set of said 
cantilever leaf spring urging the same toward 
said surface, means to actuate said selector to 
deposit a rivet on said rivet supporting means 
and to move said carriage to move said cantilever 
leaf spring to pick up a rivet from said rivet sup 
port and move the same along said surface until 
it is disposed in operative relation to said anvil, 
a set, and means to move said set to upset the 
rivet against said anvil. 

6. In a rivetíngmachine, a downwardly facing 
anvil, means for supporting a rivet, a laterally 
movable rivet carrier movable in a fixed path, 
a rivet held by said support having a portion 
projecting into the path of said carrier, means to 
move said carrier past said supporting means 
into co-operative engagement with the project 
ing portion of a supported rivet to pick up said 
rivet from said supporting means as it moves by 
the same and to carry said rivet into operative 
relation to said anvil, an upwardly facing set, a 
work support associated with said set, means to .. 
move said work support upwardly independently 
of said set to dispose work on said rivet, and 
means to move said set upwardly to upset the 
rivet against said anvil. 

7. In a riveting machine, an anvil, means for 
supporting a rivet, a reoipi‘ocable carriage, a 
cantilever leaf spring. secured to said carriage, 
said cantilever leaf spring having rivet support 
ing means on the free end thereof and also being 
provided with a predetermined set, said carriage 
being reciprocable in a plane inwardly of and 
parallel to the plane of the operative surface of 
said anvil, said machine having a surface co 
incident with the plane of the operative surface 
of said anvil and continuing in la curved path to 
substantial coincidence with the plane parallel 
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to and adjacent the plane of' reciprocation of 
said carriage, said rivet supporting means being 
adjacent said last named plane, said predeter 
mined set of said cantilever leaf spring urging 
the same toward said surface, and means to 
move said cantilever leaf spring to pick up a rivet 
from said rivet support and move the same along 
said surface until it is disposed in operative rela 
tionvto said anvil, a~ set, and meansrto move said 
set to upset the rivet against said anvil. 

8. In a riveting machine, a downwardly facing 
anvil, means movable from a position at one side 
of said anvil into a position for supporting a rivet 
in operative relation to said anvil for receiving 
work thereon, mechanism for moving said sup 
porting means, controlling means for said mech 
anism, an upwardly facing set, said supporting 
means in rivet supporting position being between 
said anvil and said set, means controlled by the 
movement of the work when being moved into 
operative relation with the rivet supported by 
said supporting means for actuating said con-y 
trolling means for actuating said mechanism for 
laterally withdrawing said supporting means from 
between said anvil and said set when the rivet 
is received in thel work, and means ’for moving 
said set upwardly to upset the rivet against said; 
anvil. , 

' 9. In a riveting machine, a downwardly facing' 
anvil, means for supporting a rivet, a rivet carrier, 
means to actuate said carrier to pick up a rivet 
from said support and to- dispose the same in 
operative relation to said anvil, an upwardly fac 
ing set, means controlled by the movement of 
the work when being moved into operative rela 
tion with the rivet supported by said‘carrier, for 
withdrawing said carrierl when the rivet isr re 
ceived in the work, and means to move said' set 
upwardly to upset the rivet against-said anvil. 

LOYD A. WARD. 


